Tango Tea Dances at the City Park Pavillion
Tonight
Admission
50 Cents

KENT AND FRIENDS "LEAVE THURSDAY, BIG TRIPS AHEAD"

Programs Invited to "Invitation" Many to Compete

Punch's Six Piece Orchestra

Iowa Graduates Develops Fame by Recent Victory

Terrible Fate of C. Williams

Former Star Markman of the University Rifle Team is Reported Dead—May 12, Says Recent Telegram

Author: D. M. Pickens Working High Commendation

Was at Iowa Years Ago as a Law Student, Then Joined Firms Here in Another Line of Business

Mr. Pickens has retained a telegraph from an expert who has been largely interested in this form of the sport and has been unable to find the substance of the letter is as follows: "His affection is regarded as a strong one, and the report says that he will be unable to travel without it. He also reports that the new letter of the foreigner is to be addressed to the editor of the Iowa University's Student Journal. The first of the letter is as follows: "It is a pleasure to write to you in this form of communication."

Iowa Faces the Drake Team in Dual Meet Sat.

Sneak Clash Between Two Schools Scheduled for Today

"Warhawks" Predict Victory Over the Bulldog Teams—Musings by Minnesota Men Indecisive Loss of the Affair

Coach Waterman was a man in this war who was elected to the board of directors of the dual meet for the first time. He is a Mason who has been elected to the board of directors of the Iowa city high school which has been going on since the city college was built. The recent election has resulted in his receiving the title.

Iowa Student of the Week

"Wasa Predicts Victory Over the Bulldog Team—Musings by Minnesota Men Indecisive Loss of the Affair"

Iowa student, particularly those who have been associated with the university's athletic teams, have been favorably impressed with the success of the University of Minnesota Athletic Association.

Iowa Students

The University of Iowa Student Association is reported to have held a meeting at which the following resolution was adopted: "Resolution: The University of Iowa Student Association does hereby authorize the publication of the following statement as a result of the recent victory of the University of Minnesota over the University of Wisconsin."

Iowa Student of the Week

"Wasa Predicts Victory Over the Bulldog Team—Musings by Minnesota Men Indecisive Loss of the Affair"

Coach Waterman was a man in this war who was elected to the board of directors of the dual meet for the first time. He is a Mason who has been elected to the board of directors of the Iowa city high school which has been going on since the city college was built. The recent election has resulted in his receiving the title.
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"Wasa Predicts Victory Over the Bulldog Team—Musings by Minnesota Men Indecisive Loss of the Affair"
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In the modern world the old saying might be revised to read—cure not because of the laws of a country provided I can control the news. The power which has passed into the hands of the great press associations is a power like none the world has ever known...the "fuel of opinion," as President Wilson said on Tuesday at the Associated Press luncheon, "is in the hands of the world." If you own the news, you control the problem of truth; and the evidence for judgment. European governments have notified us to this by the close collaboration between them as a result of their expertness. It is not in our hands to single out for them, to single out for us. It is in the hands of our own people. (If people shall know, it does not have to worry much about what they will think, or how they will act, for example.) The new plan, Germany is in the hands of believers in ultimate destinies and irrevocable forces; ours, even with the best intentions on their part, have much which support that view of affairs; if the news agencies fall into the hands of parties the whole complexion of facts would be different. Most of us to-day see through other men's eyes and hear through others' ears. In a more direct sense, we realize, we can no longer control our own opinions, and cannot think for ourselves. If ever, then, there was a profession, which called for high detection and careful training it is the profession of reporting. Leave it to dishonest, careless, sensationalists, to use that power as oracles of world-wide social service it is a real advance that journalism should have become a specially trained profession. For, in schools of journalism there is an opportunity to train that sense of reality and perspective which support that view. Is the profession of reporting...
TO-NIGHT'S THE NIGHT
THOSE TANGO TEA DANCES START—CITY PARK PAVILION
6 O'clock Until 9 — Funeral's 6 Piece Orchestra

BIG NINE SCRAP MAY BE RENEWED

Dr. Shaw's article "Canoeing in Rain" appears in "Outing.

The present numbers of "Outing" contain articles by Dr. M. A. Shaw of Iowa's English department. In his April number is one on "Canoeing in the Rain.

"Suppose the courier and his staff were dry and clean; how can he make out a comfortably night when he must set up in a persistent rain? Well, the point is this: the more an Iowa field itself is to cope with the element, the more he is willing to play—thus to have to think of, and use the better to the wishes of the pupil's article.
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STATE PHARMACY BOARD WILL EXAMINE SCENES ON JUNE 11, 18 REPORT

Members of the state pharmacy board will meet in Iowa City to examine records of the W. A. Dequest, T. B. Garfield, Sydney, and Waverly.

STREETCAR RATES INCREASE

A recent increase in the fare for streetcars in the city of Waverly has been announced.

SPRING STYLES ARE HERE FOR YOUR SELECTION

Don't forget the IOWA CITY $2.50 SHOE PARLOR

A. ABRAMSOF

IOWA CITY GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Iowa City Gas and Electric Company

Seat Sale Good
For "Stop Thief"

Managers of Approaching Affair Are

expected good business as indicated

by Advance Sales

Our week remains before the JPL

participation in the Popular opinion

of the followers, "Stop Thief." This clever comedy will

be the attraction at the Englert next

Thursday night, May 16.

For the past three weeks the hall

has been working feverishly on the
details of Miss Norma Reid Harris

in bringing the play to the highest

possible degree of perfection. The

production of the play is so compli-
cated and rapid that an abnormal amount

of work has been necessary to

keep the play up to schedule.

However, and with another week for

the finishing touches, will be done

in a professional performance.

The advance sale was most

successful, according to the

agents, hundreds of seats being sold

at the special price. As these special

price tickets are good for the best

seats in the house, those desiring to

secure good seats should be on hand

at the Englert next Saturday

morning when the seat-sale opens, for

the indications are that the house

will be sold out.

SENDERS

The 15th house will be on

sale exclusively at ORRELL'S

STORE on May 15.

JEANETTE ROYAL

Chapel Ref. 3.11.14

FOR BEST—Two month up-date

for light housekeeping. 14 W. Market St.

SPRING STYLES ARE HERE FOR YOUR SELECTION

Don't forget the IOWA CITY $2.50 SHOE PARLOR

A. ABRAMSOF

119 E. Washington St.

Open until 7 P.M.

Saturdays till 10 P.M.

The up-to-Date Man
REQUIRES CLEAN CLOTHES
Laundered
By the
People Steam Laundry
225 Ins. C. J. TOMS
Phone 58

A Goodwin Corset
$3.50 up

The wearer is assured of
that beauty of line and grace of pose, with bodily freedom and comfort, which only the natural body-line corset can produce.

The Goodwin Shop

The Hot Point Iron which formerly
sold for $3.50, now

$3.00

It is the iron that over two million
women have chosen, on the basis
of QUALITY alone.

El Grilstone, the small Electric Store
which formerly sold for $3.50, now

$3.35

This store is a new development this
year and for only one week can be bought at
this price.

You can use the El Grilstone for light
housekeeping, ready any hour day or
night—to prepare a lunch or meal—quickly—
cleanly — economically. No fire—purely
"Match" less.

Let us Demonstrate the El Grilstone

Don't Forget the
IOWA CITY $2.50 SHOE PARLOR

A. ABRAMSOF

119 E. Washington St.

Open until 7 P.M.

Saturdays till 10 P.M.

The Bradley Knit Wear
IOWA CITY, IOWA

There's Zip to it, Boys!

HERE'S the ye'll master of them all—
the campus favorite with college colors in
stripes across the breast and sleeves.
There never was a more
attractive design—never a better made, a better styled, or a better wearing shaker's
sweater. It's a

"The Bradley"

KNIT WEAR

—ideal for all "round service—a big luxurious sweater that will stand four years and more of "roughing
out" on the campus.

If your dollar doesn't buy Bradley Sweaters, America's best
Shaken, Done, and the only genuine Navajo, write
us for the name of dealers who do—wvill pay you.

BRADLEY KNITTING COMPANY,
Delavan, Wisconsin

MAY 17, 1917
NEWSPAPER

HAWEE'S

BOOK STORE

TextBooks

and

Supplies

Elm Books

Text

Papers

Stuttgart

Pine

Fountain

May 17

Perhaps you

are just

beginning

to realize

how

important

the

newspaper

is.

Want to

know

something

of

yourself,

your

city,

the

world,

your

times?

Read

the

newspaper.

The

ship

of

news

keeps

moving,

but

you

must

keep

working

with

it.

The

newspaper

is

the

medium

that

is

used
to
take

the

news

to

you.

The

few

years

ago,

some

of

your

friends

were

at

the

wiliing

sailors

of

the

newspaper,

preparing

a

message

for

transmission

in

spells

of

sale

Public

Newspaper

Der

SAYS THE TRUTH
HIS AD
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boy

of

your

times

is

the

one

who

wants

to

be

in
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literature.
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